YOUNG
Sofa & Easy Chair
By Michael Young

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Sofa and easy chair for urban spaces. When space is scarce there is no room for errors and
furniture needs to be able to deliver more than good looks – and this is exactly what the Young
sofa and easy chair by Michael Young do.
Making a sofa that’s ideal for two people to socialise and also be able to find some privacy in, is
a delicate equation where the proportions need to be just right. Add great comfort and style and
you have Young by British designer Michael Young, who dives into the Swedish design
sensibility in his first collaboration with Offecct.
“Swedes have a good sense of style and I wanted to do something that was somewhat Swedish
and simple. Upholstery is one of the most difficult things to do because it’s so uncontrollable, as
opposed to product design which is just as much hard work but you know the exact outcome.
So I’m very happy that Offecct is realising my take on a casual couch and easy chair, and about
our collaboration in general which has given me new insights about upholstery,” says Michael
Young.
Every angle and element in this sofa and easy chair has been carefully thought out. Quilted
textile covers the soft seating, which rests on a delicately shapen wooden frame.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Currently not available for the United States market.
Wooden frame with Nozag spring system. Seat and back in cold foam with flameproof fibre.
Upholstered, standard fabric Kvadrat/Febriks Uniform on the outside and Kvadrat/Febriks
Triangle on back and seat. The fabrics is available in 17 colors. Legs in white pigmented
massive ash
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OPTIONS
Transparent glides.
YOUNG

H 700, S 410, W 900, A 575, D 800/580
H 27,56'', SH 16,14'', W 35,43'', A 22,64'', D 31,5''/ 22,83''
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H 700, S 410, W 1700, A 575, D 800/580
H 27,56'', SH 16,14'', W 66,93'', A 22,64'', D 31,5''/ 22,83''

